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  Location: Co. Waterford 

Client: Customer 
 

Product:  2 x SG60934 Chester 5 Light, 10 x REC4P527DUE14 Eco-candle 4.5W LED E14 lamp IP20 2700k dimmable, ST4168-8AB 
Ascona 8 light antique brass twist ceiling with clear glass sconces, 12 x REC4P527E14 Eco-candle 4W LED e14 lamp IP20 
2700k, 4 x ID014623 Fiocco AP1 small, 1 x SGYG3501 Exterior wall light, 5 x SGYG3504 Black single short post, 7 x SGYG3502 
Exterior pier top, 13 x ID003887 Lampadina deco E27 40W cono. 

  
Brief:  Our customer came to us for lighting options as they were renovating their house after 35 years of living there. 
 They wanted to create a country cottage theme throughout their house.   
  
 Michele our Showroom Manager provided them with options that would match their cream and neutral colour scheme. The 

customer is delighted with the result and service they received. 
 
 The home renovation was self-designed by our customer’s wife and was completed in February 2017. 

  
Testimonial: “My wife and I are 100% happy with the products and service provided by National Lighting. Michele could not have been more 

helpful. The service was excellent!” – Customer from Waterford 

Image Gallery 

Images of the Country Kitchen 
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The Chester 5 light pendant (above) is finished in cream with brushed gold effect paint and off white pleated faux silk shade. This fitting is 

dimmable and suitable for use with LED lamps. Matching 3 light pendant, wall, table and floor options also available. 
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The Ascona 8 light fitting (above and below) is a classic design with a modern twist. The antique brass finish is simple, elegant and perfect for 
double-height ceilings, bedrooms, living room or dining room. The 8 clear sconces illuminate any room with style and sophistication. 

 

 
 
 


